Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARalpha) signaling in the gene regulatory control of energy metabolism in the normal and diseased heart.
The tremendous energy demands of the post-natal mammalian heart are fulfilled via dynamic flux through mitochondrial oxidative pathways. The capacity for energy production via fatty acid (FA) beta-oxidation pathway is determined, in part, by the regulated expression of genes encoding FA utilization enzymes and varies in accordance with diverse dietary and physiologic conditions. For example, fasting and diabetes activate the expression of cardiac FA oxidation (FAO). Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARalpha) is a ligand-activated transcription factor that is known to control the expression of many genes involved in cellular FA import and oxidation. Cardiac FA utilization rates are reduced in PPARalpha null mice due to diminished expression of genes encoding FAO enzymes. Recent work has shown that the PPARalpha regulatory pathway is deactivated in pathologic cardiac hypertrophy and hypoxia, two circumstances characterized by reduced FAO and increased dependence on glucose as a fuel source. Conversely, the activity of the PPARalpha gene regulatory pathway is increased in the diabetic heart, which relies primarily on FAO for energy production. In fact, evidence is emerging that excessive FA import and oxidation may be a cause of pathologic cardiac remodeling in the diabetic heart. This review summarizes the regulation of cardiac substrate utilization pathways via the PPARalpha complex in the normal and diseased heart.